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ABSTRACT
Web mining is the application of data mining techniques to extract knowledge from Web. Web mining has
been explored to a vast degree and different techniques have been proposed for a variety of applications
that includes Web Search, Classification and Personalization etc. Most research on Web mining has been
from a ‘data-centric’ point of view. In this paper, we highlight the significance of studying the evolving
nature of the Web personalization. Web usage mining is used to discover interesting user navigation
patterns and can be applied to many real-world problems, such as improving Web sites/pages, making
additional topic or product recommendations, user/customer behavior studies, etc. A Web usage mining
system performs five major tasks: i) data gathering, ii) data preparation, iii) navigation pattern discovery,
iv) pattern analysis and visualization, and v) pattern applications. Each task is explained in detail and its
related technologies are introduced. The Web mining research is a converging research area from several
research communities, such as Databases, Information Retrieval and Artificial Intelligence. In this paper
we implement how Web mining techniques can be apply for the Customization i.e Web personalization.
Keywords : Usage Mining, Navigation Patterns, Pattern Analysis, Content Mining, Structure Mining
1. INTRODUCTION
With the dramatically quick and explosive growth
of information available over the Internet, World
Wide Web has become a powerful platform to
store, disseminate and retrieve information as well
as mine useful knowledge. Due to the properties of
the huge, diverse, dynamic and unstructured nature
of Web data, Web data research has encountered a
lot of challenges, such as scalability, multimedia
and temporal issues etc. As a result, Web users are
always drowning in an “ocean” of information and
facing the problem of information overload when
interacting with the web. A user interacts with the
Web, there is a wide diversity of user’s
navigational preference, which results in needing
different
contents
and
presentations
of
information. To improve the Internet service
quality and increase the user click rate on a
specific website, thus, it is necessary for a Web
developer or designer to know what the user really

wants to do, predict which pages the user is
potentially interested in, and present the
customized Web pages to the user by learning user
navigational pattern knowledge [1,2,3].
2. WEB MINING TECHNIQUES
Web Content Mining: Web Content Mining is the
process of extracting useful information from the
contents of Web documents. Content data
corresponds to the collection of facts a Web page
was designed to convey to the users. It may consist
of text, images, audio, video, or structured records
such as lists and tables. Research activities in this
field also involve using techniques from other
disciplines such as Information Retrieval (IR) and
natural language processing (NLP).
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• Structure data represent the way content is
organized. They can be either data entities
used within a Web page, such as HTML
or XML tags, or data entities used to put a
Web site together, such as hyperlinks
connecting one page to another.

Web Structure Mining: The structure of a typical
Web graph consists of Web pages as nodes, and
hyperlinks as edges connecting between two
related pages. In addition, the content within a
Web page can also be organized in a treestructured format, based on the various HTML and
XML tags within the page. Thus, Web Structure
Mining can be regarded as the process of
discovering structure information from the Web.
This type of mining can be performed either at the
(intra-page) document level or at the (inter-page)
hyperlink level (Figure 1).

• Usage data represent a Web site’s usage,
such as a visitor’s IP address, time and
date of access, complete path (files or
directories) accessed, referrers’ address,
and other attributes that can be included
in a Web access log.

Web Usage Mining: Web Usage Mining is the
application of data mining techniques to discover
interesting usage patterns from Web data, in order
to understand and better serve the needs of Webbased applications. Usage data captures the
identity or origin of Web users along with their
browsing behavior at a Web site. Some of the
typical usage data collected at a Web site include
IP addresses, page references, and access time of
the users.

• User profile data provide information about
the users of a Web site. A user profile
contains demographic information for
each user of a Web site, as well as
information about users’ interests and
preferences. Such information is acquired
through
registration
forms
or
questionnaires, or can be inferred by
analyzing Web usage logs.

Text Mining : Due to the continuous growth of
the volumes of text data, automatic extraction of
implicit previously unknown and potentially useful
information becomes more necessary to properly
utilize this vast source of knowledge. Text mining,
therefore, corresponds to extension of the data
mining approach to textual data and its concerned
with various tasks, such as extraction of
information implicitly contained in collection of
documents or similarity- based structuring. Text
collection in general, lacks the imposed structure
of a traditional database. The text expresses the
vast range of information, but encodes the
information in a form that is difficult to decipher
automatically.

4. PERSONALIZATON ON THE WEB
Web personalization is a strategy, a marketing
tool, and an art. Personalization requires implicitly
or explicitly collecting visitor information and
leveraging that knowledge in your content delivery
framework to manipulate what information you
present to your users and how you present it.
Correctly executed, personalization of the visitor’s
experience makes his time on your site, or in your
application, more productive and engaging.
Personalization can also be valuable to you and
your organization, because it drives desired
business results such as increasing visitor response
or promoting customer retention. Unfortunately,
personalization for its own sake has the potential
to increase the complexity of your site interface
and drive inefficiency into your architecture. It
might even compromise the effectiveness of your
marketing message or, worse, impair the user’s
experience. Few businesses are willing to sacrifice
their core message for the sake of a few trick web
pages. Contrary to popular belief, personalization
doesn’t have to take the form of customized
content portals, popularized in the mid-to-late 90s
by snap.com and My Yahoo!. Nor does
personalization require expensive applications or

3. WEB DATA
Web data are those that can be collected and used
in the context of Web personalization. These data
are classified in four categories according to [6]:
• Content data are presented to the end-user
appropriately structured. They can be
simple text, images, or structured data,
such as information retrieved from
databases.
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live-in consultants. Personalization can be as
blatant or as understated as you want it to be. It’s a
tired old yarn, but if you hope to implement a web
personalization strategy, the first and most
important step is to develop and mature your
business goals and requirements. It is important to
detail what it is you hope to do and, from that
knowledge, develop an understanding of how you
get from an idea to implementation. You might be
surprised to discover that it won’t require most of
next year’s budget to achieve worthwhile results.

relevant takes much time for the user. They
consider that three sources of implicit feedback are
the most relevant to approximate user's interest for
a given web page: reading time, scrolling over the
same page and interacting with the system. Web
information retrieval and mining usually consider
web pages as the element to be analyzed,
organized and presented to the user. However, the
content of these Web pages is complex and interrelated. This has lead to an interest on integrating
semantic knowledge;. Personalization process has
been enriched at the semantic level, based on user
modeling and on log files analysis . These
approaches can be combined. User modeling by
ontology can be coupled with dynamic update of
user profile using results of information-filtering
and Web usage mining techniques.

Web personalization can be seen as an interdisciplinary field that includes several research
domains from user modeling [14], social networks
[19], web data mining [8,13,19], human-machine
interactions to Web usage mining[13]; Web usage
mining is an example of approach to extract log
files containing information on user navigation in
order to classify users.Other techniques of
information retrieval are based on documents
categories’ selection [13]. Contextual information
extraction on the user and/or materials (for
adaptation systems) is a technique fairly used also
include, in addition to user contextual information,
contextual information of real-time interactions
with the Web. [8] proposed a multi-agent system
based on three layers: a user layer containing users'
profiles and a personalization module, an
information layer and an intermediate layer. They
perform an information filtering process that
reorganizes Web documents. [3] propose
reformulation query by adding implicit user
information. This helps to remove any ambiguity
that may exist in query: when a user asks for the
term "conception", the query should be different if
he is an architect or a computer science designer.
Requests can also be enriched with predefined
terms derived from user's profile [8] develop a
similar approach based on user categories and
profiles inference. User profiles can be also used to
enrich queries and to sort results at the user
interface level [11]. Other approaches also
consider social-based filtering [12] and
collaborative filtering . These techniques are based
on relationships inferred from users’ profile.
Implicit filtering is a method that observes user's
behavior and activities in order to categorize
classes of profile.

5. PERSONALIZATION STRATEGIES
Personalization falls into four basic categories,
ordered from the simplest to the most advanced:
(1) Memorization – In this simplest and most
widespread form of personalization, user
information such as name and browsing history is
stored (e.g. using cookies), to be later used to
recognize and greet the returning user. It is usually
implemented on the Web server. This mode
depends more on Web technology than on any
kind of adaptive or intelligent learning. It can also
jeopardize user privacy.
(2) Customization – This form of personalization
takes as input a user’s preferences from
registration forms in order to customize the content
and structure of a web page. This process tends to
be static and manual or at best semi-automatic. It is
usually implemented on the Web server. Typical
examples include personalized web portals such as
My Yahoo and Google
(3) Guidance or Recommender Systems – A
guidance
based
system
tries
to automatically recommend hyperlinks that are
deemed to be relevant to the user’s interests, in
order to facilitate access to the needed information
on a large website [13,20]. It is usually
implemented on the Web server, and relies on data
that reflects the user’s interest implicitly (browsing
history as recorded in Web server logs)
or explicitly (user profile as entered through a
registration form or questionnaire). This approach
will form the focus of our overview of Web
personalization.
(4) Task Performance Support – In these clientside personalization systems, a personal assistant

Other approaches consider information semantics.
For example, user queries can be enriched by
adding new properties from the available domain
ontologies [12]. [15] assume that reading, scanning
and interacting with a document considered as
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executes actions on behalf of the user, in order to
facilitate access to relevant information. This
approach requires heavy involvement on the part
of the user, including access, installation, and
maintenance of the personal assistant software. It
also has very limited scope in the sense that it
cannot use information about other users with
similar interests.

requested by the user. This can be accomplished
using a variety of Web technology options such as
CGI programming..
6. REQUIREMENTS OF WEB USAGE
MINING
It is necessary to examine what kind of features a
Web usage mining system is expected to have in
order to conduct effective and efficient Web usage
mining, and what kind of challenges may be faced
in the process of developing new Web usage
mining techniques. A Web usage mining system
should be able to:

The Web personalization process can be divided
into four distinct phases [13,20]:
(1) Collection of Web data – Implicit data includes
past activities/clickstreams as recorded in Web
server logs and/or via cookies or session tracking
modules.Explicit data
usually
comes
from registration forms and rating questionnaires.
Additional data such as demographic and
application data (for example, e-commerce
transactions) can also be used. In some cases, Web
content, structure, and application data can be
added as additional sources of data, to shed more
light on the next stages.
(2) Preprocessing of Web data – Data is frequently
pre-processed to put it into a format that is
compatible with the analysis technique to be used
in the next step. Preprocessing may include
cleaning data of inconsistencies, filtering out
irrelevant information according to the goal of
analysis (example: automatically generated
requests to embedded graphics will be recorded in
web server logs, even though they add little
information about user interests), and completing
the missing links (due to caching) in
incomplete clickthrough paths. Most importantly,
unique sessions need to be identified from the
different requests, based on a heuristic, such as
requests originating from an identical IP address
within a given time period.
(3) Analysis of Web data – Also known as Web
Usage Mining [18,22], this step applies machine
learning or Data Mining techniques to discover
interesting usage patterns and statistical
correlations between web pages and user groups.
This step frequently results in automatic user
profiling, and is typically applied offline, so that it
does not add a burden on the web server.
(4) Decision
making/Final
Recommendation
Phase – The last phase in personalization makes
use of the results of the previous analysis step to
deliver recommendations to the user. The
recommendation process typically involves
generating dynamic Web content on the fly, such
as adding hyperlinks to the last web page

· Gather useful usage data thoroughly,
· Filter out irrelevant usage data,
· Establish the actual usage data,
· Discover interesting navigation patterns,
· Display the navigation patterns clearly,
· Analyze and interpret the navigation patterns
correctly, and
· Apply the mining results effectively.
7. WEB 2.O TECHNOLOGY
Our introduction of Web 2.0 technologies here
aims to study different possibilities provided by
them and to explore them in our context. In fact,
the Web 2.0 is perceived as an important transition
of the World Wide Web which evolved from a
collection of Web sites to a computing platform
providing web applications to users. The Web 2.0
technologies as exemplified by sites like flickr9,
Facebook10, LinkedIn11 and HousingMaps12
allow for an easier distributed collaboration. The
"Web 2.0" aims to put the user at the heart of
online services: with the traditional web, surfers
used to be passives and consumers while with
Web2.0 surfers have become contributors, actives
and producers. Web2.0 is considered as a set of
practices and principles. The important one is that
web is considered as a platform, like an operating
system, on which applications can be developed.
The Web 2.0 underlies the use of technologies that
are for most standardized. The oldest are HTML,
XHTML, CSS, JavaScript and DOM. The newest
technologies are: AJAX (Asynchronous Javascript
And XML), RSS (Really Simple Syndication syndication13 or Rich Site Summary) which has
evolved into the standard Atom. Table 4 presents a
selection of web 2.0 technologies.
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With this new way of information managing new
concepts have emerged such as social networks,
social bookmarks, "customization" (giving a
personal touch to the site used) or the folksonomie
(Use keywords to catalog online resources). The
user now has access to applications on one page
rather than on pages of external applications. The
best-known actors of the Web 2.0 are:
Wikipedia14 - the free online encyclopedia, Flickr
- sharing photos online, Del.icio.us15 – favorites
sharing and MySpace16 – social network with
sharing files.

improvements in many Web applications, from
search engines and Web agents to Web analytics
and personalization. Future efforts, investigating
architectures and algorithms that can exploit and
enable a more effective integration and mining of
content, usage, and structure data from different
sources promise to lead to the next generation of
intelligent Web applications.
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